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Gendering the Gentrification of Public Housing: HOPE VI's Disparate Impact on Lowest-Income African American Women

Danielle Pelfrey Duryea*

INTRODUCTION

HOPE VI must have seemed so promising. When, in 1992, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) introduced the program later dubbed “HOPE VI,” replacing the country's worst public housing projects with mixed-income, mixed-use, low-density new developments while providing targeted social services to low-income residents must have seemed like a worthy pursuit indeed. America's most run-down, crime-ridden, and poverty-plagued residential properties could be transformed into “human-scale” New Urbanist streetscapes, aesthetically continuous with surrounding areas, that would inspire
pride and community in their residents.\(^2\) Perhaps most importantly, HOPE VI’s required social service component might have seemed, at last, to recognize certain structural aspects of poverty by providing holistic support services—to include health care, day care, job-training, and transportation—to public housing residents. And, with federal grants of up to $50 million to each project selected, intended to be used to leverage private, philanthropic, and other public financing that can increase the capital available for a given project by several times,\(^3\) the program might have seemed sufficiently well-funded to make good on these promises.

Twelve years on, HOPE VI has been a mixed blessing.\(^4\) Proponents point to Atlanta’s Centennial Place, Louisville’s Park DuValle, and Washington, D.C.’s Townhomes on Capitol Hill as shining examples of urban neighborhood revitalization under HOPE VI\(^5\) and cite Seattle and Oakland as communities that

---


New Urbanism is a school of thought in urban design that emphasizes multi-use development, walkable neighborhoods, community- and pedestrian-oriented public spaces, and aesthetic harmony between new development and existing buildings, including “traditional” architectural forms. Dating from the late 1980s, “[i]t is committed to re-establishing the relationship between the art of building and the making of community.” Gindroz at 1427-28; see also Calthorpe & Fulton, *supra*, 254-56; Congress for the New Urbanism, Charter, http://www.cnu.org/aboutcnu/index.cfm?formAction=charter.


4. The work of leading HOPE VI researcher Susan Popkin, though on balance more positive than that of many commentators, consistently reflects this mixed verdict. See, e.g., Susan J. Popkin, *The HOPE VI Program: What About the Residents?*, 3 (2002) [hereinafter Popkin, *What About the Residents?*] (HOPE VI “has the potential to improve former residents’ lives, but it also can put vulnerable families at significant risk”); HOPE VI Reauthorization and Small Community Mainstreet Revitalization Housing Act: Hearing on H.R. 1614 Before the House Comm. On Financial Servs., 108th Cong. 1 (2003) (statement of Susan J. Popkin), available at http://www.urban.org/publications/900614.html [hereinafter Popkin Testimony] (“Our findings indicate that the effects of the program on original residents have been mixed, but on balance the story is generally positive”); Margery Austin Turner, G. Thomas Kingsley, Susan J. Popkin, & Martin D. Abravanei, Urban Inst. *What Next for Distressed Housing?* (2004), http://www.urban.org/publications/1000654.html (“[HOPE VI] has produced some of the most promising innovations in the history of federal efforts to revitalize distressed urban neighborhoods. But it is also responsible for some dismal failures, particularly when it comes to the relocation of vulnerable residents”).


developed extensive services and community-building programs with HOPE VI funds. They note that "original" residents who received housing vouchers have moved to census tracts with an average poverty rate of 27%, a stunning 34% decrease from the average poverty rate in their original census tract. But, as even HOPE VI's most ardent advocates admit, there have been serious failures in implementation; HUD's own internal auditor has found substantial administrative problems in its two program-wide reviews. The United States Government Accountability Office (GAO, formerly the Government Accounting Office) has identified inconsistent oversight of HOPE VI projects and failure to meet annual reporting requirements as significant weaknesses in HUD's administration of the program. Some researchers, community activists, and "original" residents of HOPE VI redevelopment sites have criticized the program for 1) failing to collect data about and report on project outcomes, 2) slashing the stock of affordable housing ("essentially in half or to a third") in some areas) while improving bricks-and-mortar neighborhoods at the expense of "original" neighborhood residents; 3) failing to account for existing structural racial hypersegregation and isolation from economic opportunity; and 4) subordinating HUD's public mission to market values of cost-minimization and efficiency.

7. By ""original' residents" and "'original' households," I mean a HOPE VI site's resident population at the earliest HOPE VI planning, whatever form that initial "planning" may have taken. For this usage, see, e.g., Popkin Testimony, supra note 4; Maureen Kennedy & Paul Leonardi, Gentrification: Practice and Politics, 1 (2001).
8. G. Thomas Kingsley et al., HOPE VI and Section 8: Spatial Patterns in Relocation 10 (2001); see also Abt Assoc., Inc., & Urban Inst., The HOPE VI Resident Tracking Study 79 n.46 (2002) [hereinafter Resident Tracking 2002].
9. See, e.g., Clancy & Quigley, supra note 5, at 533-35; Popkin, supra note 4.
14. See, e.g., John A. Powell & Marguerite L. Spencer, Giving them the Old "One-Two": Gentrification and the K.O. of Impoverished Urban Dwellers of Color, 46 How. L.J. 433 (2003); Pindell, supra note 2, at 399-402; False Hope, supra note 11, at 38.
The HOPE VI program has even been characterized, pejoratively, as the public housing aspect of urban gentrification. In an era of upper-middle-class return from the suburbs to the cities, it replaces public housing with developments intended to draw higher-income people to the urban core where public housing is typically located. By replacing high-poverty, often high-density public housing with mixed-income, low-density development, HOPE VI projects certainly harmonize with the return of higher-income white people from the suburbs and physical improvements to (and increasing rents and property values in) formerly run-down areas of the urban core. And, in the process of pursuing the goal of poverty deconcentration, HOPE VI projects have accelerated the displacement of lower-income—indeed, lowest-income—residents of color in city centers where HOPE VI target sites have been “islands of affordability in a sea of gentrification.”

This displacement is occurring in the context of a deepening affordable housing crisis—what may well be “an unprecedented and growing imbalance between demand for housing and the ability to produce an adequate supply at an affordable cost.” And this crisis, for a complex of reasons, disproportionately...
effects women: woman-headed households are twice as likely as the total population to face critical housing needs. Yet neither HOPE VI’s proponents nor its critics have seriously considered its gender dimension. In this context of urban gentrification, affordable housing crisis, and racial hypersegregation, I argue, HOPE VI discriminates against lowest-income African American women because it disproportionately destabilizes the economically-precarious, female-headed households who predominate in the severely-distressed public housing projects its grants have targeted.

This Note applies “intersectional” feminist analysis to explore this hypothesis. Part I reviews the historical development of HOPE VI and the statutory and regulatory structure of the program. Part II identifies the predominance of lowest-income African American women living in public housing targeted by HOPE VI grants and outlines how the program’s shortcomings are likely to have had unique negative impacts on these householders as African American women, distinct from those it may have had on African American men and non-African American men and women. Part III proposes disparate impact litigation and policy reform as remedies for these discriminatory effects. In closing, I consider the political prospects for reforming HOPE VI to mitigate its raced and gendered disparate impact.

I. THE ROAD TO HOPE VI

HOPE VI was born during “a tumultuous period in HUD’s history” to say the least. Indeed, during HOPE VI’s early years, HUD faced the possibility of being dismantled altogether. To appreciate the crisis facing HUD in the early 1990s, and how HOPE VI formed a crucial part of the Department’s response, a brief survey of American public housing history is in order.

A. Public Housing in the United States to the Late 1980s

Although there were some federal and local government initiatives to subsidize housing before the New Deal, most consider modern American public
housing to have begun with the United States Housing Act of 1937. For the first time, as millions of formerly middle-class people became unable to afford adequate housing as a result of the Depression, the federal government systematically took responsibility for housing those who could not afford to compete for “decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings” in the private market. Significantly, however, the 1937 Act linked that task with goals of job creation and “slum clearance”; indeed, “alleviat[ing] unemployment” preceded “remedy-[ing] housing conditions” in the statutory text. And the 1937 Act specified “families of low-income,” both urban and rural, as its intended beneficiaries. That is, the 1937 Act’s intended beneficiaries were not the very poor, but rather middle-class people temporarily impoverished by the Depression. As a result, it was initially believed that no federal outlay would be required beyond the initial development costs. But because rents were fixed, the cost of upkeep soon outpaced incoming rents, and units quickly deteriorated.

Public housing was, however, racially segregated “from its beginnings,” and was frequently the site where policymakers and politicians proved willing to “compromise[] in the face of popular demands for economic and racial segregation.” In the postwar period, suburban growth took off, supported by explicitly racist federal home loan guarantee policies that discouraged homeownership in racially-mixed city neighborhoods and heavily subsidized “white flight” to the suburbs. Public housing, which had mainly been built on the sites of old slums, was left stranded in city centers, now largely inhabited by people of color and the very poor. Not until 1962 did official segregation end in federal public housing, but that decade’s mass construction of large inner-city public housing projects guaranteed that de facto racial segregation remained, and the federal government’s ongoing unwillingness to fund public housing maintenance

23. See, e.g., Torres, supra note 18, at 1501; Howard Husock, We Don’t Need Subsidized Housing, City J., Winter 1997, at 52. The earliest federal intervention in housing issues appears to have been an 1880 grant of $20,000 to study housing in the United States. ROBERT MOORE FISHER, TWENTY YEARS OF PUBLIC HOUSING 9 (1959), cited in Michael S. FitzPatrick, Note, A Disaster in Every Generation: An Analysis of HOPE VI: HUD’s Newest Big Budget Development Plan, 7 GEO. J. POVERTY L. & POL’Y 421, 424 (2000).


26. Id.

27. See, e.g., Friedman, supra note 24, at 106.

28. See id. at 107-09.

29. See id.

30. Pindell, supra note 2, at 400.

31. Id. at 402.


33. See MASSEY & DENTON, supra note 32, at 45-48, 55-57; Friedman, supra note 24, at 117, 122-24.
assured that these developments too would deteriorate speedily.34

By the late 1980s, most Americans considered public housing to be an abject failure.35 At the turn of the decade, scandals revealed an estimated $2 billion of losses resulting from fraud, influence peddling, and alleged misappropriation of funds at HUD’s highest levels during the Reagan era.36 HUD’s Assistant Secretary for public housing described many local public housing authorities as “patronage parlors of disaster.”37 In the midst of this crisis, near the end of the first year of the George H.W. Bush administration, Congress created the National Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing (hereinafter “the Commission”) to identify the country’s worst public housing projects, consider existing strategies for addressing their problems, and develop a plan for future federal government action.38 The aim, Congress decreed, was “to eliminate by the year 2000 unfit living conditions in public housing projects determined by the Commission to be the most severely distressed.”39 From this Commission came the proposals that, under mounting political pressures, quickly generated HUD’s Urban Revitalization Demonstration Program, later to be dubbed HOPE VI.

B. From the National Commission Report to HOPE VI

Almost three years after the Commission was established, just a few months before the presidential election of 1992, it released its final report. After considering development size, vacancy rates, occupancy by children, “family distress,”40 crime rates, and physical deterioration, the Commission estimated that about 6% of the nation’s public housing, approximately 86,000 units,
qualified as "severely distressed." Living conditions in these units, the Commission testified, caused their residents "almost unimaginable" suffering. Nevertheless, the report expressly emphasized that the great majority of the public housing stock remained sound and "continue[d] to provide an important rental housing resource for many low-income families." To address the needs of "severely distressed" public housing projects and their residents, the Final Report advised, the federal government must support physical improvements, management improvements, and community support services to meet residents' needs. In the strongest terms, the Commission called on the nation to "act now to eliminate the public failure, the national disgrace, that we almost euphemistically call severely distressed public housing." Mere weeks after the Final Report was released, Congress responded by authorizing and funding the Urban Revitalization Demonstration Program (alternately called HOPE VI) in the fiscal year 1993 appropriations act.

The Demonstration Program was intended "to go beyond bricks and mortar to address the social and economic needs of the residents . . . and the health of their surrounding neighborhood" through an annual competitive grant regime for local public housing authorities (PHAs). The Demonstration Program legislation emphasized that grants of up to $50 million each should go to PHAs proposing major reconstruction of the most dilapidated projects in the country's forty most populous cities. Any one Demonstration Program grant could be used to improve up to 500 units in up to three different geographical areas, which PHAs had to identify according to the standards of "severe distress" outlined in the Commission's Final Report. The legislation required a community services component in each grant proposal and enumerated some of the supportive services envisioned in the Final Report, established a ceiling of 20% of the grant to be used for that purpose, and mandated local matching of federal social services funding up to 15% of the grant amount. The legislation emphasized the need to replace units lost to the affordable housing stock as a result of the new

---

41. Id. at 2. The Commission arrived at the 6% number by estimating the number of units requiring modernization that would cost more than 60% of HUD's Total Development Cost (TDC) guidelines. Id. at 15. The TDC estimates the amount required to replace a unit of public housing, not including certain related costs such as site acquisition. Id. at 32; see also 24 C.F.R. §§ 941.103, 941.306 (2006).

42. Final Report, supra note 40, at xiv.

43. Id. at 2.

44. See id. at 9-33.

45. Id. at 6.

46. See supra, note 1.


50. Id.

51. Id.
program, with no more than one-third of the units eliminated by any program to be replaced in the form of vouchers, and specifying that the remaining two-thirds must be replaced by "hard units,"\(^{52}\) whether in "conventional public housing" or in new construction or other rehabilitated units with equivalent resident eligibility standards.\(^{53}\) And, finally, the legislation authorized HUD to halt funding to any PHA that did not "proceed in a manner consistent with the plan approved for that community."\(^{54}\)

From fiscal year 1993,\(^{55}\) then, PHAs have submitted proposals in response to annual HUD Notices of Funding Availability (hereinafter NOFAs) that outline the factors to be considered in making each year's HOPE VI grants and the weight to be given each factor in the grantmaking process. HUD has never issued standard notice-and-comment regulations for the program.\(^{56}\) Instead, it has administered the program through 1) annual NOFAs, which can change from year to year,\(^{57}\) 2) the terms of its individual contracts with grant-recipient PHAs,

---

53. See Pub. L. No. 102-389, supra note 47.
54. Id.
55. By the time the program was re-funded for fiscal year 1994, "HOPE VI" was apparently the preferred program name, and eventually "Urban Revitalization Demonstration Program" was dropped altogether.
56. U.S. Dep't of Hous. & Urban Dev., HOPE VI, http://www.hud.gov/offices/pih/programs/ph/hope6/about/description.cfm ("No regulations have been published for the HOPE VI program."); see also GAO, PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS, supra note 17, at 17.
57. The 2003 NOFA, for example, listed as the program's key elements:

1. Improve the living environment for public housing residents of severely distressed public housing projects through the demolition, rehabilitation, reconfiguration, or replacement of obsolete public housing projects (or portions thereof);
2. Revitalize sites (including remaining public housing dwelling units) on which such public housing projects are located and contribute to the improvement of the surrounding neighborhood;
3. Provide housing that will avoid or decrease the concentration of very low income families; and


The NOFA included, inter alia, the following application criteria, with their relative weight:

Need—24 points total;
Community and Supportive Services—6 points total;
Disability Issues—4 points total;
Fair Housing—3 points total;
Well-functioning Communities—8 points total;
Overall Quality of Plan—19 points total;
Leveraging—16 points total;
Resident and Community Involvement—3 points total;
Relocation—5 points total.
and 3) by sub-regulatory “guidance” and “work plans.”\textsuperscript{58} “To an unusual extent,” Popkin has written, “the program has been shaped more through implementation than by enactment.”\textsuperscript{59}

As a result, the terms and conditions of HOPE VI-funded projects have varied considerably over time as well as from site to site; “HOPE VI has not been ‘one program’ with a clear set of consistent and unwavering goals.”\textsuperscript{60} Indeed, for good and for ill, flexibility and local control have been program watchwords.\textsuperscript{61} For example, site selection became particularly flexible despite the fact that the Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act of 1998 (hereinafter QHWRA) codified as “severely distressed” as any project that:

i. requires major redesign, reconstruction, redevelopment, or partial or total demolition . . . ;

ii. is a significant contributing factor to the physical decline and disinvestment . . . in the surrounding neighborhood;

iii. is occupied predominantly by . . . families with children that are very low income, whose members are unemployed and dependent on various forms of public assistance, or has high rates of vandalism and criminal activity; and

iv. cannot be revitalized through assistance under other programs.\textsuperscript{62}

Under the terms of later NOFAs, a PHA applying for a HOPE VI grant needed only to submit two certifications to be eligible: one certifying that the existing housing meets the definition and one prepared by an architect or engineer hired by the PHA certifying that the project is in severe physical distress.\textsuperscript{63} The “soft side of HOPE VI”\textsuperscript{64} has also varied a great deal, with the amount that PHAs were required to spend on resident services such as childcare, job training, and relocation services steadily decreasing, even as HUD began to monitor support services more closely and to provide PHAs with technical assistance.\textsuperscript{65} And, as HUD encouraged PHAs to leverage HOPE VI grants to raise private and philanthropic funds, the program was increasingly characterized as a catalyst for neighborhood reinvestment, rather than primarily as a program to improve living

\textsuperscript{58} See U.S. Dep’t of Hous. & Urban Dev., HOPE VI, \textit{supra} note 56; Pindell, \textit{supra} note 2, at 391; FALSE HOPE, \textit{supra} note 11, at 18.

\textsuperscript{59} Popkin, \textit{Decade}, \textit{supra} note 1, at 2.

\textsuperscript{60} Id.

\textsuperscript{61} See, e.g., NAPARSTEK & FREIS, \textit{supra} note 6, at 9; Popkin, \textit{Decade}, \textit{supra} note 1, at 2-3.

\textsuperscript{62} QHWRA, \textit{supra} note 73, § 513.d.2 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 1437v (2006)). This definition has been amended slightly for clarity since 1998.

\textsuperscript{63} See, e.g., 2003 NOFA § V(A)(4)-(5).

\textsuperscript{64} Popkin, \textit{Decade}, \textit{supra} note 1, at 33.

\textsuperscript{65} See id.
conditions for residents of the most "severely distressed" public housing.\textsuperscript{66} In fact, GAO and the HUD Office of the Inspector General have both found that HOPE VI has shifted its focus from the most severely distressed large public housing developments to smaller projects with greater appeal to private investors.\textsuperscript{67} As NOFAs rated applications with a high ratio of leveraged funds to HOPE VI resources more and more highly,\textsuperscript{68} say some critics, HUD actually encouraged PHAs to demolish projects that were not only smaller, but also located in neighborhoods already in the process of gentrifying, because those areas could be counted on to draw substantial investment from private developers.\textsuperscript{69}

In substantial part, HOPE VI's shifting priorities reflected wider trends in national housing policy. Over the course of the 1990s, HUD and Congress increasingly emphasized employment and eventual "self-sufficiency" as the goals for public housing residents—what some have called the "in, up, out" policy.\textsuperscript{70} As Section 8 housing vouchers, which individuals may use to acquire rental housing from private landlords, became an increasingly important component of national housing policy, Congress repealed the "one-for-one" replacement rule: HUD was no longer obligated—as it had been since 1937\textsuperscript{71}—to replace every "hard unit" of public housing demolished or otherwise removed from the stock.\textsuperscript{72} With the passage of the QHWRA, which some characterize as the "welfare reform" of public housing policy,\textsuperscript{73} Congress repealed rules that had given preference to very poor (including homeless) families in public housing resident selection and allowed PHAs to take steps to attract higher-income

---

\textsuperscript{66} Cf. Popkin, \textit{DECADE, supra} note 1, at 17, 1. Compare Sean Zielenbach, \textit{Catalyzing Community Development: HOPE VI and Neighborhood Revitalization}, 13 \textit{J. AFFORDABLE HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEV.} L. 40, 73 (2003) ("HOPE VI was not designed to be an economic development program").

\textsuperscript{67} \textit{PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS, supra} note 17, at 26; 1998 HUD Audit, \textit{supra} note 10, at 8.

\textsuperscript{68} \textit{See supra} note 57.

\textsuperscript{69} \textit{When Hope Falls Short, supra} note 15, at 1483 (citing U.S. Dep't of Hous. & Urban Dev., Notice of Funding Availability for Revitalization of Severely Distressed Public Housing HOPE VI Revitalization Grants; Fiscal Year 2002, § IX(G)(1), (July 31, 2002)).


\textsuperscript{72} Emergency Supplemental Appropriations for Additional Disaster Assistance for Anti-Terrorism Initiatives, for Assistance in the Recovery from the Tragedy that Occurred at Oklahoma City, and Recissions Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-19, Title I (1995). This move apparently had HUD's support: in its 1995 self-reform document, HUD had endorsed allowing PHAs to "replace" demolished "hard units" with direct tenant assistance such as Section 8 vouchers. \textit{See U.S. DEP'T OF HOUS. & URBAN DEV., HUD REINVENTION: FROM BLUEPRINT TO ACTION, 2, 6-7 (1995).}

\textsuperscript{73} \textit{See Crooms, Fatherlessness, supra} note 70.
As of 2003, fifteen of 165 HOPE VI grant-recipient projects had been completed; 63,100 units had been demolished and plans approved to demolish another 20,300 units with an estimated potential net loss of 107,000 "hard units" of public housing. Through fiscal year 2005, HOPE VI "revitalization" grants totaled more than $6 billion dollars. Annual grants had peaked in fiscal year 1994, with more than $750 million granted, and again in fiscal year 1999, with more than $570 million. In late 2003, HOPE VI's incorporation into the 1937 Act was extended through 2006, and appropriations for 2003 again totaled about $570 million. HOPE VI has survived the Bush administration's annual efforts to do away with it altogether since 2004, but appropriations plummeted to $150 million in 2004 and $144 million in 2005, and sank further to $100 million for fiscal year 2006.

The HOPE VI program was in its infancy when—with the politically ascendant Newt Gingrich declaring on the front page of The Washington Post that "you could abolish HUD tomorrow morning and improve life in most of America," and President Clinton apparently in agreement—HUD embarked on a rapid self-reinvention. Nevertheless, HOPE VI was essential to, and indeed quickly became the flagship program of, this reinvention. Increasingly merging HUD's public mission with market mechanisms, HOPE VI became consonant with the privatizing, anti-government, anti-entitlement political mood of the

75. Id. at 2.
76. FALSE HOPE, supra note 11, at 7.
77. About HOPE VI, supra note 5. According to HUD, HOPE VI operated solely by annual congressional appropriation—i.e., without statutory authorization—between fiscal years 1993 and 1999. Id. A coalition of housing advocacy organizations led by the National Housing Law Project disputes this characterization, citing a 1996 HUD-commissioned report that describes HOPE VI authorization as deriving from the 1992 Housing Act's modifications to § 24 of the 1937 Act. FALSE HOPE, supra note 11, at 2 n.14. This report characterizes HUD's current position as an attempt "to avoid complying with provisions of the U.S. Housing Act." Id. By 1999, at the latest, HOPE VI was certainly incorporated into the 1937 Housing Act (as amended) via the QHWRA.
78. FUNDING HISTORY, supra note 47, at 9.
82. Kenneth J. Cooper, Gingrich Pledges Major Package of Spending Cuts Early Next Year, WASHINGTON POST, Dec. 13, 1994, at A1. In a not-so-veiled threat, House Speaker-elect Gingrich continued, "I think HUD's reputation is now so bad . . . and the whole public housing policy has been such a failure that it's very hard to sustain HUD." Id.
83. See Gugliotta, supra note 22.
By the end of the decade, HOPE VI was the only significant means by which the federal government funded new affordable housing construction. By the end of the decade, HOPE VI was the only significant means by which the federal government funded new affordable housing construction.

II. HOPE VI, RACE, AND GENDER

In the process of redeveloping the sites of "severely distressed" public housing, HOPE VI necessarily displaces most of the sites' "original" residents either temporarily or permanently. Statistically, the tens of thousands of households displaced by HOPE VI redevelopment projects are disproportionately headed by African American women with children—not only in comparison to the U.S. population as a whole, but also in comparison to the general public housing population. In the context of the affordable housing crisis, existing racial hypersegregation and isolation from economic opportunities, the gendered wage gap, and urban core gentrification, displacement can destabilize these households in race- and gender-specific ways. That is, what researchers and activists alike have identified as serious structural and administrative problems in HOPE VI have distinct and disparate impacts on these households because they are disproportionately headed by lowest-income African American women.

To date, however, researchers have essentially left uninvestigated HOPE VI’s impact at the convergence of race and gender. Even when commentators think to mention that the “‘residents living in despair’ [discussed in the Commission’s Final Report] were primarily minority women and children—predominantly African-American and extremely poor,” the gender element immediately drops out the subsequent discussion. Indeed, data is not even compiled in such a way as to make gender legible as a category of analysis in many housing statistics, including most studies of HOPE VI. For example, The HOPE VI Resident Tracking Study, “the first systematic look at what has happened to original residents of distressed public housing developments targeted for revitalization under the HOPE VI program,” provides charts of data on survey respondents’ ages, races and ethnicities, number of children in household, and years lived in...

---

84. See, e.g., When Hope Falls Short, supra note 15; Koeninger, supra note 52.
86. See KINGSLEY ET AL., supra note 8, at 7.
87. Though perhaps not an ideal example of feminist analysis, Koeninger, supra note 52, is a notable exception. Seven years on from Koeninger’s article, Lisa A. Crooms appears to be the only figure bringing a feminist approach, or at least a feminist perspective, to public housing policy in the legal literature. Id. at 447. Her work is somewhat idiosyncratic, however, and is significantly as much cultural analysis as policy commentary. See, e.g., Crooms, Fatherlessness, supra note 70.
88. Popkin, DECADE, supra note 1, at 8.
89. Id. (The paragraph proceeds: “In other words, African-American and Hispanic residents suffered the effects of living in the worst public housing . . . [A] staggering 88% of the people who lived in the neighborhoods surrounding the severely distressed developments were minorities.”).
90. RESIDENT TRACKING 2002, supra note 8, at 1.
public housing, but not on respondents' genders. But by comparing the gender-related statistic that the demographers most regularly track—the number of female-headed households with children—with income and race/ethnicity data, we can estimate the disproportion of the impact of HOPE VI on lowest-income African American women.

A. The Statistical Predominance of Lowest-Income African American Women in HOPE VI Target Communities

As leading HOPE VI researcher Susan Popkin observed in testimony to the House Financial Services Committee in 2003, "the problems HOPE VI seeks to address are among the most complex and difficult to solve." It may not be not surprising, then, to learn that there are significant demographic differences between the public housing population as a whole and the segment of that population living in the nation's most "severely distressed" public housing projects.

First, the average HOPE VI "original" household is likely to be even poorer than the average public housing household. Although the total percentage of all public housing households with an annual income of less than $15,001 is comparable to the total percentage of HOPE VI "original" households making less than $15,001 per year, the distribution within this range of extremely low

---

91. Id. at App. A-132-133, A-135-136. See also, e.g., SUSAN POPKIN ET AL., ABT ASSOC. INC., AN HISTORICAL AND BASELINE ASSESSMENT OF HOPE VI, VOLUME I: CROSS-SITE REPORT, 3-10-11 (chart of HOPE VI site "Resident Characteristics" that includes race/ethnicity, median income, and income source), 4-13-17 (chart of HOPE VI site "Neighborhood Demographics and Resources" that includes racial/ethnic and poverty rate statistics) (1996).


92. The fact that this is the gender-related statistic that demographers of subsidized housing consistently find noteworthy may itself be significant. Cf. generally Lisa A. Crooms, The Mythical, Magical "Underclass": Constructing Poverty in Race and Gender, Making the Public Private and the Private Public, 5 J. GENDER RACE & JUST. 87 (2001) (hereinafter Crooms, "Underclass") (arguing that welfare reform "support[s] the proposition that . . . public poverty is a matter of private gender dysfunction" and perpetuates "the myth [of] pathologically raced and dysfunctionally gendered . . . poor, black men, women, and children in inner city ghettos").

93. Popkin Testimony, supra note 4, at 1.


95. At 79% in 2002. See SUSAN J. POPKIN ET AL., HOPE VI PANEL STUDY: BASELINE REPORT, 2-2 (2002) [hereinafter BASELINE 2002]. This is the only major study of HOPE VI populations at "baseline," before HOPE VI activities begin. Congress commissioned this study in 1999; the researchers planned to
incomes is markedly different for the subgroup of people living in severely
distressed sites targeted by HOPE VI. Only one-fifth of all public housing
households make less than $5,000 annually;\textsuperscript{96} more than one-third of the HOPE
VI sample's household incomes fall under $5,000.\textsuperscript{97} Whereas 42% of all public
housing households have yearly incomes between $5,000 and $10,000,\textsuperscript{98} only
31% of HOPE VI "original" households do.\textsuperscript{99} Only 14% of HOPE VI "original"
households make between $10,001 and $15,000 annually, compared to 18% of
public housing households generally.\textsuperscript{100} Therefore the population living in HOPE
VI target sites is more likely than the public housing population at large to be
living in the most extreme poverty.\textsuperscript{101}

Second, HOPE VI "original" households are dramatically more likely to be
headed by African American women. HUD's 2004 Resident Characteristics
Report for public housing estimates that 38% of all public housing households
are female-headed households with children.\textsuperscript{103} But an estimated 66% of
"original" HOPE VI households with children have single female heads.\textsuperscript{104}
Though the 2004 Resident Characteristics Report estimates that 47% of all public
housing heads of household are African American,\textsuperscript{105} the Panel Study Baseline
Report estimates that 89% of people who head HOPE VI "original" households

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Under HUD definitions, households are "low income" if their annual income is at or below 80% of the "area median income" (AMI) or "median family income" (MFI) for households in their geographic area. "Very low income" is at or below 50% of AMI/MFI, and "extremely low income" is at or below 30% of AMI/MFI. \textit{See FALSE HOPE, supra note 11, at iii; U.S. Dep't of Hous. & Urban Dev., Notice PDR-2004-01: Estimated Median Family Incomes for 2004, Attachment 1 (Jan. 28, 2004).} The estimated U.S. MFI for 2004 was $57,500. \textit{Id.} Current AMIs range from around $20,000 in parts of rural Kentucky to almost $100,000 in San Francisco County, California.
\item This is somewhat less than, but roughly continuous with, earlier estimates of female-headed public housing households that include more than one person. In 1989, an estimated 41% of public housing households were female-headed and included two or more persons. \textit{Patrick A. Simmons, Ed., Housing Statistics of the United States 299 (1997).} In 1993, such households represented about 42% of public housing households. \textit{Characteristics 1993, supra note 94, at 12.}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
are African American. These differentials suggest that "original" households with children in HOPE VI target projects are at least twice as likely to be headed by African American women than households with children in public housing generally.

Unfortunately, the limited data currently available makes it impossible at this point to understand the demographics of HOPE VI “original” residents in greater detail. But this limited comparison with the public housing population at large (to say nothing of the general U.S. population) makes clear that African American woman-headed households have disproportionately “suffered the effects of living in the worst public housing, and the same residents later experienced the consequences—good and bad—of the changes that HOPE VI brought about.”

B. The Raced and Gendered Disparate Impacts of HOPE VI Failures

The statistical predominance of African American woman-headed households in HOPE VI target sites strongly suggests that those who have suffered the brunt of the program’s acknowledged shortcomings are extremely poor African American women—and particularly African American women in caretaking relationships with children, whether as mother, grandmother, aunt, or guardian. But even the program’s strongest critics have not considered how failing to monitor and report on project outcomes, improving “bricks-and-mortar” at the expense of “original” residents and cutting the overall stock of affordable housing in a gentrifying city’s urban core, not accounting for existing structural racial hypersegregation and isolation from economic opportunity, and subordinating HUD’s public mission to market values would cause specifically disparate gendered as well as raced effects under present conditions of urban core gentrification and affordable housing crisis.

1. Failing to Monitor and Report Sufficiently on Project Outcomes

Proponents, researchers, and critics alike lament the fact that HUD monitoring of project outcomes has been, until recently, retrospective and partial at best, “selective and incomplete” at worst. So the fact is that we do not know—and probably can never reconstruct—what has happened to the “original” residents dispersed by almost the whole first decade of HOPE VI projects because it apparently occurred to no one to track what happened to them. Even the most detailed national investigation, the 2002 HOPE VI Resident Tracking Study,

107. Popkin, DECADE, supra note 1, at 8.
108. See, e.g., Popkin Testimony, supra note 4, at 4.
110. FALSE HOPE, supra note 11, at 33. HUD did not even have a central mechanism to track HOPE VI activities for at least the first five years of the program. See id. (citing PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS, supra note 17, at 6).
considers just eight of the 165 HOPE VI sites, and its sample is further seriously compromised by the fact that it is a retrospective study. As the authors acknowledge,

we could only survey those households that we were able to locate through HUD or [public housing authority] databases and through other types of public records . . . . Thus we were more likely to find those residents still living in public housing or using vouchers than those who no longer received assistance . . . . In general, the most difficult people to find in such a tracking effort are those who move frequently, double up with another family, do not have a usual place to live (i.e., are homeless), or those who have moved out of the area.  

On this accounting, as many as one-third of all “original” residents seem likely to have been “lost” in the redevelopment process, and, as the authors indicate, are likelier than the sample population to be facing housing crises. Thus the study’s finding that 14% (of the sample) have left assisted housing altogether obviously does not include that 34% of the entire “original” population who could not be located for the study. A related problem afflicts the similarly retrospective 2001 study HOPE VI and Section 8: Spatial Patterns in Relocation, which reports the resettlement patterns of just 31% of HOPE VI relocatees: those who have received Section 8 voucher assistance. Only the Panel Study is for the first time providing a non-retrospective look at not only resettlement patterns, but also resident opinion of pre- and post-relocation housing.

As a result, it is currently impossible to prove or disprove definitively the hypothesis that, overall, HOPE VI projects have had disparate negative impacts on the lowest-income African American women who disproportionately form

111. RESIDENT TRACKING 2002, supra note 8, at 6-7.
112. The study had a response rate of 66%. Id. at 7. Although on age, number of children, household income, and other such indicators the sample population was comparable to the “original” population as a whole (based on MTCS data for the housing project in the year that the grant was made), gender is unfortunately not one of the variables compared. See id. at 6-7, App. A-132-33.
113. Id. at ii.
114. One might speculate, further, that the 14% subgroup (some 9% of the whole original population) might on the whole have left assistance for different reasons than the non-respondent 34%.
115. KINGSLEY ET AL., supra note 8, at 2.
their "original" populations. That is, HUD's historical failure to monitor sufficiently even the whereabouts—let alone other experiences such as landlord sexual harassment, childcare problems, and homelessness—of "original" residents who do not or cannot return to the revitalized site effaces the probable race- and gender-specific effects of dispersing the residents of HOPE VI target developments. We can, nevertheless, engage in some informed speculation about such effects that can and should form a basis for future empirical research.

2. Improving Neighborhoods at the Expense of Neighborhood Residents

Critics of HOPE VI most often and most vociferously argue that, contrary to its original intended purpose, in practice the program has encouraged local PHAs to cultivate neighborhoods, not people. The manifestations of this misplaced emphasis range from pushing "original" residents (very poor and mostly African American) out of central city sites to make way for gentrifiers (mostly white and professional-class),117 to failing to involve "original" residents meaningfully (or at all) in revitalization planning118 (which HUD itself describes as an "essential"119 part of HOPE VI planning), to failing to provide appropriate and/or adequate social, support, and/or relocation services to "original" residents of HOPE VI sites,120 to breaking up existing communities and social support networks among public housing residents.121

In cities where the housing market is "tight," Popkin testified before Congress in 2003, "many former residents [end] up in other distressed communities."122 That is to say, where gentrification is in process, a "substantial proportion"123—some 60%,124—of the "original" residents who are permanently displaced by HOPE VI redevelopment125 will be relocated to areas that are less poor, but still not "low-poverty" areas.126 Because they are disproportionately represented in the "original" HOPE VI resident population, this likely affects lowest-income African American women in at least equal disproportion. As income-mixing is a guiding principle of the program, the fact that at least 60% of non-returning

---

117. See generally Cunningham, supra note 12; powell & Spencer, supra note 14.
118. See FALSE HOPE, supra note 11, at 17-22; HOPE UNSEEN, supra note 13, at 11-12; see also Popkin, DECADE, supra note 1, at 39-40.
120. See generally powell & Spencer, supra note 14; HOPE UNSEEN, supra note 13, at 7-8; see also Popkin Testimony, supra note 4, at 4.
121. See FALSE HOPE, supra note 11, at 37-38; HOPE UNSEEN, supra note 13, at 9-10, 11.
122. Popkin Testimony, supra note 4, at 1.
123. Id.
124. See id. at 3; RESIDENT TRACKING 2002, supra note 8, at iv-v.
125. I.e., are not able or choose not to return to the redeveloped site for whatever reason, including receipt of Section 8 vouchers. Id. at iv.
126. Id. at iv-v. That is, they live in neighborhoods with more than 20% poverty rates. Id. Two-thirds of the 60% are still living in high-poverty neighborhoods (more than 30% of the residents are poor) after relocation. Id. at v.
residents are relocating to other poor and extremely poor neighborhoods ought to be of serious concern. But there are several race- and gender-specific reasons why this might happen to lowest-income African American women at a rate even greater than their proportion of the HOPE VI "original" resident population.

A high rate of domestic violence may prevent "original" residents from returning to the redeveloped site, leaving them in this at-risk group of returnees. HOPE VI developments typically have new income, credit, criminal record, and behavior criteria that "original" residents must meet to be readmitted to the redeveloped housing, standards intended to cut crime and vandalism and to encourage "self-sufficiency" behaviors including waged work.127 But women are disproportionately affected by such elevated requirements when they are or have been victims of domestic violence, which extremely poor African American women experience at rates substantially higher than average. Women in families with a household income of less than $7,500 experience intimate partner violence at more than twice the rate that women with household incomes of over $15,000 do and are 61% more likely to suffer domestic violence than women with household incomes between $7,500 and $15,000.128 And African American women on the whole experience battering at a 35% higher rate than white women as a group.129 With a full third of African American female heads of HOPE VI target site households earning annual income of $5000 or less, these women would appear to be at a very high risk of intimate partner violence indeed.130 Whether because of the violent behavior of batterering partners or because of the police presence elicited by such violence, these women can find themselves excluded or evicted from their rehabilitated former homes—even from other public housing to which they have relocated.131

Particularly under current welfare restrictions, women who are displaced from HOPE VI sites may suffer more than men from reduced, disrupted, or missing social services. Where residents are not fully included in the HOPE VI planning process, social service packages are that much less likely to incorporate all the elements to meet the needs and concerns of a mainly impoverished African

129. RENNISON & WELCHAN, supra note 128, at 4.
130. See supra Part II.A.
131. See, e.g., Tara M. Vrettos, Victimizing the Victim: Evicting Domestic Violence Victims from Public Housing Based on the Zero-Tolerance Policy, 9 CARDOZO WOMEN’S L.J. 97 (2002). Under the new housing subtitle of the Violence Against Women and Department of Justice Reauthorization Act of 2005, such evictions and exclusions will now be definitively illegal, at least in project-based Section 8 housing, the Section 8 voucher program, and public housing. Pub. L. No. 109-162, §§ 601-07; 119 Stat. 2960 (2006). The devil, as ever, will be in the details of implementation.
American female population. Among these individuals, women with children and elderly women would probably be most vulnerable to the loss of social networks ruptured by displacement. Therefore these subsegments of the population may seek to relocate within reach of existing social networks, potentially at the expense of neighborhood “quality.”

There is reason to believe that HOPE VI’s emphasis on housing vouchers may also leave African American women leaving HOPE VI sites disproportionately vulnerable to sexual harassment in the private and voucher-based housing markets. Although public housing officials are of course capable of sexually harassing their tenants, Section 8 and private landlords multiply exponentially the possibility that a tenant will be sexually harassed, since tenants deal directly with individual landlords in these markets. Because women are more vulnerable to landlord sexual harassment than men, and because some estimate the rate of sexual harassment in housing to rival that of sexual harassment in employment, voucher use may bring fresh injury to many female-headed households. Not only economic vulnerability, but also racist cultural assumptions about African American women’s sexuality may further increase this women’s exposure to landlord sexual harassment.

3. Not Accounting for Existing Conditions of Racial Hypersegregation and Isolation from Economic Opportunity

Empirical studies suggest that HOPE VI has had far greater success in deconcentrating poverty than in deconcentrating racial segregation for African Americans. But race is also a crucial factor isolating individuals and neighborhoods from economic opportunity. This fact is exacerbated for African American women because they are subject to structural sex discrimination in relation to the general population as well as to African American men.

The affordable housing crisis, while undeniably serious for many Americans, in fact puts most pressure on very low- and extremely low-income people. The

135. See, e.g., Joan Treadway, N.O. Housing Study Finds Extensive Bias; Increased Choices Noted in Analysis, TIMES-PICAYUNE (New Orleans, LA) (Apr. 27, 2000), at B1 (finding high rate of sexual harassment complaints against Section 8 landlords in New Orleans).
137. See, e.g., RESIDENT TRACKING 2002, supra note 8, at v.
138. See generally, e.g., powell & Spencer, supra note 14; Pindell, supra note 2, at 406-07.
139. FALSE HOPE, supra note 11, at ii-iii, 8-9.
pressures of affordable housing crisis disproportionately affect the African American women displaced from HOPE VI redevelopment sites because they are overwhelmingly extremely-low income. HUD reports that, although the stock of rental units affordable to low-income people has actually increased in recent years, the nation lost 1.3 million units (8%) affordable to very low-income people and 940,000 units (14%) affordable to extremely low-income people between 1991 and 1999. Because of the racial dimension of the gender wage gap—African American women earn, on average, sixty-three cents for every dollar that white men earn—African American women “original” residents who earn wages are substantially less likely to be able to meet higher income requirements for readmission to redeveloped HOPE VI sites. If just under 20% return to the redeveloped site, and just under 30% relocate to other public housing, most of which remains isolated from current economic opportunities even when it is less impoverished than the original site, approximately one-third of HOPE VI “original” residents are receiving Section 8 vouchers and another one-fifth facing the private market. As a further result of the wage gap, African American women who are permanently displaced from HOPE VI sites are much more likely to face housing crises related to ability to pay for rent or utilities in both the Section 8 and private markets; Popkin estimates that 40% of all HOPE VI relocatees face such pressures. They are further more likely to have difficulty affording enough food for their families, as Popkin estimates that about half of HOPE VI relocatees do. This raises the vulnerability of this population to homelessness: poorly-managed relocation services—including a lack of the intensive services that the so-called “hard to house” need—can fatally destabilize already financially-precarious households, putting lowest-income African American women, especially those with children, at dispropor-

140. Id. (citing Kathryn P. Nelson, Office of Policy Development and Research, U.S. Dep’t of Housing and Urban Development, Testimony Before the House Comm. on Financial Servs., Subcommittee on Housing and Community Opportunity 107th Cong. (2001)). For definitions of low, very low, and extremely low incomes, see supra note 102.
142. See RESIDENT TRACKING 2002, supra note 8, at 64.
143. See id.
144. See Powell and Spencer, supra note 14.
145. See KINGSLEY ET AL., supra note 8, at 2; RESIDENT TRACKING 2002, supra note 8, at 64. Section 8 vouchers provide a greater, but not unlimited, choice of housing location.
146. Such numbers must remain provisional, however, because this retrospective survey cannot account for “lost” residents, who may total as much as 20% of the “original” resident population. See KINGSLEY ET AL., supra note 8, at 3; supra notes 109-16 and accompanying text.
147. Popkin Testimony, supra note 4, at 3.
148. Id.
149. Id. Popkin notes both the need for and the lack of intensive services for this population, which inhabits a substantial part of the most severely distressed public housing, the “housing of last resort.” Id.
tionate risk of eventual homelessness. As commentator Ngai Pindell argues, housing “[s]trategies that do not engage th[e] underlying apparatus[es of structural racial and economic segregation] will be ineffective in dismantling it”;150 this is true for the intersection of structural sex discrimination with structural racial and economic segregation as well.

4. Subordinating HUD’s Public Mission to Market Values

The student author of When Hope Falls Short persuasively argues that the amalgam of public and private values in HOPE VI has resulted in the worst of both worlds and the best of neither:

[HOPE VI has] narrowed the terms of the public conversation about affordable housing and diminish[ed] the public space in which this conversation can occur . . . . The economic perspective offers assurances that contract law and the exercise of choice will produce both efficient and socially desirable outcomes . . . . [but i]n the absence of third-party beneficiaries with standing under HUD contracts, meaningful choice by public housing residents, and opportunities for public input via notice-and-comment procedures, HOPE VI’s public and private partners have been insulated from significant sources of accountability. At the same time, the rigor of data collection and analysis and the vibrancy of collective debate over public purposes have been squelched.151

Most obviously for lowest-income African American women, the loss of public accountability mechanisms to the market’s “cult of efficiency”152 means that their interests as a constituency, which are traditionally underrepresented in any event, are that much more likely to be overridden by powerful market forces. Indeed, because tenants have no right to sue to enforce tenant-participation requirements of HUD-PHA HOPE VI contracts, this constituency in fact has no right to have its interests aired, considered, debated, or included in the planning process. Public-private partnerships should check market mechanisms with public values such as fair housing standards.

As a result of structural defects and managerial failures in the HOPE VI program, lowest-income African American women have likely suffered harms that are distinct—not merely in degree, but in kind—from those suffered by poor black or white men or poor white women, even those who have been similarly displaced from HOPE VI target projects. It is not merely in an additive sense that lowest-income African American women displaced by HOPE VI redevelopment will have suffered the racist and sexist effects of the present conditions of the American housing landscape, then, but convergently or “intersectionally.” Those

150. Pindell, supra note 2, at 406.
151. When Hope Falls Short, supra note 15, at 1497-98.
152. Id. at 1497.
who collect empirical data on HOPE VI must reanalyze all available data to determine the extent of these intersectional harms and plan future analyses to detect them as well.

III. WHAT IS TO BE DONE? REMEDYING HOPE VI'S RACE- AND GENDER-DISPARATE IMPACTS

As is, HOPE VI seems destined to continue concentrating its most damaging effects on some of the country's most vulnerable people unless it is significantly reformed. Until and unless there is serious policy reform, HOPE VI site "original" residents should organize to obtain legal remedies for the program's disparate impact to date.153

A. Disparate Impact Litigation

If my hypothesis is correct, various criteria used in HOPE VI redevelopment that are apparently race- and gender-neutral—for site selection, "original" resident readmission, relocation policies, etc.—have a disparate discriminatory effect on lowest-income African American women. But, under the Fair Housing Act of 1968, (hereinafter FHA),154 HUD is obligated to "administer the programs related to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the [FHA] policies" of promoting integration and prohibiting discrimination in housing.155 Individuals are entitled to sue to enforce their rights not to be discriminated against in housing on the basis of, among other things, race and sex. Both intentional discrimination and actions and policies that have an unintended discriminatory effect are actionable.156 That is, even when a policy is not discriminatory on its face, HUD is still responsible for ensuring that it does not disproportionately and negatively affect a protected class of people. "Original" HOPE VI residents who are African American women, twice over a protected class under the FHA, should institute disparate impact litigation to vindicate their rights under that law.

In brief, there would be three steps to disparate impact analysis under the FHA in this case: 1) Is there a prima facie case of disparate impact on the plaintiffs? 2) If the answer is yes, is there a countervailing justifying government purpose? 3) If the answer is yes, would another, less discriminatory policy serve the govern-

---

153. As the False HOPE report points out, HUD's failure to promulgate notice-and-comment rules for the program violates HUD's own general regulations on rulemaking. See FALSE HOPE, supra note 11. There may therefore also be a case for judicial review of the agency decision not to regulate for the program, but this possibility is beyond the scope of this note.


ment’s interests equally well?—i.e., is the government’s proffered justification a “mere pretext”? Establishing the prima facie case of whether the policy “bears more heavily on one [protected class] than another” would probably not be difficult, since “original” residents of HOPE VI sites are overwhelmingly members of protected classes. It is at the subsequent stages of the analysis that commentator Dana L. Miller suggests that this litigation would fail.

Miller offers four possible countervailing justifications that the government might offer in such a case: integrated living patterns, urban revitalization, resident self-sufficiency, and PHA efficiency. Of course, this would be a site-specific, fact-intensive analysis in each disparate impact case brought. In some cases, there would be manifest illegitimate purpose to meet the required showing that present policies are “mere pretext”; in others, plaintiffs would need to offer less discriminatory alternative policies that HOPE VI could institute in order to achieve the same four ends. But, generally speaking, none of these goals deserve to qualify as justifying government purposes under the FHA because the program’s record casts doubt on its policies’ relevance to and impact on all four. As discussed in Part II.B of this Note, even the limited existing empirical studies indicate that HOPE VI does little to promote racial integration. Empirically and theoretically, the benefits of mixed-income development without adequate support and community-building services are in serious doubt as well, and some housing advocates argue that HOPE VI mixed income redevelopment practice is “unnecessary and inconsistent” in any event. On the basis of legislative history alone, neighborhood revitalization should be adjudged subordinate to resident support, gentrification subordinate to uplift, bricks subordinate to people. To date, there has been little systematic evaluation of whether HOPE VI community and supportive services programs have successfully helped “original” residents move toward self-sufficiency. Further, resident self-sufficiency must be assessed not by the success only of those who are able to return to the redeveloped site, but by the successes or difficulties that they experience there.

---

157. See Miller, supra note 156, at 1293. As Miller notes, housing discrimination doctrine “has developed largely through analogy to existing [employment discrimination] doctrine.” Id. at 1292.
159. See supra, Part II.A; Miller, supra note 156, at 1292-96 (discussing circuit split on the prima facie case standard in housing discrimination cases and concluding that “virtually any” HOPE VI decision would have a disparate impact on members of a protected class).
160. See Miller, supra note 156, at 1300-03.
161. E.g., Boston’s Clippership development. See infra note 17.
162. See Miller, supra note 156, at 1304-07.
163. See supra note 137 and accompanying text; see also Pindell, supra note 2, at 425-429; Florence Wagman Roisman, Keeping the Promise: Ending Racial Discrimination and Segregation in Federally Financed Housing, 48 How. L. J. 913, 922-24 (2005).
165. FALSE HOPE, supra note 11, at 13.
166. See supra Part I.B.
167. Popkin, DECADE, supra note 1, at 39.
experienced by those permanently displaced from the site as well; the courts should not reward “cherry-picking” the tenant population. And, finally, PHA efficiency is important, but lack of central federal control ought not to be merely assumed to result in greater local efficiency. Nor should PHA efficiency be controlling; if the ultimate goal of fair housing is not being advanced, efficiency is meaningless. In sum, though in theory Miller’s four justifying government purposes can “embody the concept that the government has a legitimate interest in promoting the production of affordable housing,” courts should determine that in HOPE VI practice they have not contributed to that ultimate aim.

Disparate impact litigation on behalf of African American woman “original” HOPE VI site residents would certainly not be easy: there is not yet a great deal of case law that considers sexual harassment in housing, for example, or that comprehends the unique harms that may occur at the intersection of identity categories. But there is some precedent for each, and this litigation could lead the way in developing both of these areas of the law.

B. Starting Points for Policy Reform

The necessary complement to resident litigation to remedy past discrimination is policy reform to prevent present and future discrimination. The essential policy reforms would include:

- Making requirements for “original” tenant participation in project planning enforceable by tenants in court;
- Reinstating a genuine one-for-one replacement requirement;
- Standardizing criteria for returning to HOPE VI developments that do not penalize victims of domestic violence and account for the raced and gendered wage gap;
- Rather than leveraging public housing to encourage gentrification, leveraging gentrification to develop “opportunity housing” that brings public housing residents closer to jobs, services, and resources; and
- Encouraging collaboration between HOPE VI site planners and city PHAs to

168. But see Forkenbrock Lindemeyer, supra note 133, at n.35 (list of cases).
169. But see, e.g., Harrington v. Cleburne Co. Board of Educ., 251 F.3d 935 (11th Cir. 2001) (accepting option of “an ‘intersectional’ theory of discrimination, that is that the defendant treated [the plaintiff] disparately because she belongs simultaneously to two or more protected classes,” although plaintiff did not wish to pursue this theory); Lam v. University of Hawaii, 40 F.3d 1551, 1562 (9th Cir. 1994) (“when a plaintiff is claiming race and sex bias, it is necessary to determine whether the employer discriminates on the basis of that combination of factors, not just whether it discriminates against people of the same race or of the same sex” (emphasis in original)); Hicks v. Gates Rubber Co., 833 F.2d 1406, 1416-17 (10th Cir. 1987) (finding that “a trial court may aggregate evidence of racial hostility with evidence of sexual hostility” in employment discrimination context).
170. See powell & Spencer, supra note 14.
ensure that projects take holistic, long-term—not short-term, neighborhood-by-neighborhood—views of metropolitan health. 171

CONCLUSION

As a matter of law as well as of justice, HUD must move to correct HOPE VI’s disparate impacts on lowest-income African American women. If the political climate in which HOPE VI came into existence and developed into its present incarnation was unfriendly to the concerns I have raised here, however, then surely the present political climate is outright hostile. Even during the economically booming 1990s, HUD secretary Cisneros had to “‘hope[] against reason’ to preserve a status quo that [was] at a record level of distress.”172 If in 1996 low-income housing was “an unpopular cause at a time when even popular causes [had] trouble getting financed,” how much less of a priority must this issue be in the midst of a “jobless recovery” following a long recession?173 The controversy surrounding HUD’s management of HOPE VI can hardly have made this flagship program more politically appealing, particularly to those already skeptical about the Department and the project of subsidized low-income housing.174 And very poor African American women, as a constituency, continue to suffer not only from objective lack of political influence but also from the scurrilous myth of the “welfare queen,” that toxic spawn of racism, classism, and misogyny.175

With other HUD funding for new housing development at a virtual standstill, and the Bush administration attempting to destroy even this program, advocates may be tempted simply to attempt to preserve the HOPE VI status quo. Of course, HOPE VI must be preserved; it is the only remaining federal source of new public housing development. Even if the Bush administration succeeds in permanently doing away with it, however, many grants currently remain outstanding, and there is ample opportunity remaining to prevent the failures of the past from being replicated as these projects move toward completion.

Like many of the people now coming to the end of their welfare benefits as a result of its 1998 “reform,” HUD’s HOPE VI as currently configured seems destined to fail quietly while giving a superficial appearance of success.176 Like those shrinking welfare rolls, HOPE VI neighborhoods look nicer. But researchers have only begun to ask what is actually happening to the individuals who are

172. DeParle, supra note 18, at 68.
173. Id.
174. See, e.g., Husock, supra note 23, at 50.
175. See, e.g., Crooms, “Underclass,” supra note 92.
176. Cf. id.; Crooms, Fatherlessness, supra note 70, (discussing the cultural and legal dimensions of Reaganite privatization followed by Clintonite “welfare reform” for poor African Americans, including for housing policy of particular relevance to poor African American men and women).
dispersed from the public housing units eliminated by HOPE VI redevelopment. When the HOPE VI panel study is complete, we may have a more complete picture, but in the meantime the seeming successes of cleared welfare rolls and "revitalized" urban neighborhoods may only be temporarily hiding far greater future problems. This is particularly worrisome if, as I have suggested, the HOPE VI program has a disproportionate negative impact on lowest-income African American woman-headed households, especially those with children. I have outlined here a set of hypotheses that must of course be confirmed or refuted by further empirical research on the HOPE VI "original" resident population. If confirmed, however, disparate impact litigation could be an appropriate remedy: to prevent another "disaster in every generation" that mires very poor African American women and their children in the most extreme poverty and to force programmatic reform that seriously commits to providing these families with genuine "opportunity housing."

177. FitzPatrick, supra note 13.